I. INTRODUCTION
Simulated fluctuation amplitudes and turbulent fluxes often exhibit chaotic behavior, with no obvious regular period or amplitude, and may exhibit large variances and skewnesses. Unlike sampling rates for experimental measurements, where the frequency of measurements combined with sufficient collection windows can often provide enough temporal samples to accurately infer the mean distribution of the quantity, obtaining such long time series in the physics rich simulations is often computationally prohibitive. However, rigorous assessments of simulated quantity statistics, especially their mean value and its uncertainty, is essential for verification and validation (V&V) studies 1 . Therefore, accurate and computationally feasible estimates of minimum turbulence simulation length are necessary for meaningful V&V studies. Running simulations long enough to shrink down the uncertainty of the simulation quantity is a favorable endeavor, as it minimizes the temporal uncertainties with respect to other uncertainties, such as uncertainty in fitting profiles to the experimental measurements 2 , or input parameter uncertainties into a computational model due to experimental measurements errors 3, 4 .
Among temporal uncertainties, determining the variance of the mean distribution for a simulated quantity (in this paper frequently referred as mean variance) is of significant importance. The variance of the mean distribution is needed for determining the temporal uncertainty in V&V studies and computing the fractional uncertainty of the predicted turbulence quantity 1 . Moreover, advanced reduced models of turbulent plasma transport such as the trapped-gyro-Landau-fluid (TGLF) 5 model are calibrated to the results of nonlinear simulations. It is therefore essential to ensure uncertainties in the time averaged turbulence levels are small.
Different techniques to measure the fractional uncertainty of nonlinear turbulence simulation have been previously pursued within the magnetic confinement based fusion energy (MFE) research community 1, [6] [7] [8] . However, to our knowledge, no rigorous review of measuring and forecasting of temporal fractional uncertainty has been performed within the MFE community. Hence, in this paper we first review the previous methods used within the community to address this issue. Second, we compare the previously used methods of mean variance measurement against the analytic results for model time series to study the pros and cons each method. Third, we examine the convergence of turbulent energy flux means in nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations and forecast temporal fractional uncertainty of turbulence quantities at later simulation times. To carry out this analysis, we use Autoregressive Moving-Average (ARMA) model to forecast the variance of the mean distribution at later simulation times. In practice, we apply the mean variance techniques to gyrokinetic simulation cases in both near and well-above critical temperature gradients.
In this paper, our approach is to discuss practical mean variance measurement techniques without delving too much into their detailed statistics. However, references for more detailed statistical explanations are given for interested readers. In Sec. II, we review the previous methods of measuring mean variance, including the integral correlation time method, and sub-interval averaging of correlated measurements. In Sec. III, we variance results of these previously used techniques against analytic results calculated for ARMA model time series.
In Sec. IV, we test ARMA model fits to gyrokinetic simulations, to forecast the mean variance at later simulation times and determine the minimum length of simulation required to achieve a desired variance of the mean. In Sec. V, we summarize our study and propose future directions for investigation.
II. HISTORICAL METHODS OF MEASURING MEAN VARIANCE OF AUTOCORRELATED MEASUREMENTS
Calculating the natural variation of turbulence levels within nonlinear initial value simulations is essential to quantifying the temporal uncertainty of turbulence quantities, as shown in Fig. 1 . Determining the mean of a turbulence quantity in the saturation phase is straightforward, but determining its aleatory uncertainty and variance is more complicated.
In many cases, determining the uncertainty of a mean turbulence quantity in the nonlinear simulations is necessary for verification and validation purposes, as well as calibration of reduced models. In this section, we review some methods of temporal uncertainty estimation used within the MFE turbulence community, and compare these techniques with analytical solutions of the mean distribution variance for model time series.
The simplest possible estimate of the fractional temporal uncertainty of measured quantity is given by
where and E[X] is the expected value or the mean of samples X.
When the measurement samples are not autocorrelated, the variance of the sample mean of a quantity X according to Levy-Lindberg Central Limit Theorem 9 is calculated as
where
2 is the standard deviation of sample,X is the mean of samples, and n is the number of repeated measurements. As is well-known, the variance of the mean sampling distribution shrinks down with the availability of more samples. However, if the measurements are correlated, due to for example a high sampling rate relative to physical timescales, the calculation of the variance ofX becomes more complicated 10 .
For measurements with finite autocorrelation, Andrews 11 suggests estimating the long-run variance using a kernel estimator,σ
In the above equations,σ 2 X is the variance of time series accounting for autocorrelated lags, q is a specified cut-off lag, and ω q (j) is a symmetric, bounded, and integrable kernel estimator. The kernel estimator mathematically is a symmetric filtering function to filter out the noise of larger lags arising from finite length of sampled time series. Possible choices for the kernel estimator include the Barlett kernel, truncated kernel, and Hanning kernel 12 .
If measurements become uncorrelated, the covariance terms become zero and ρ X (j) reduces to the standard deviation of the samples, recovering Eqn. 2.
To approximate the mean variance of autocorrelated processes, different heuristic approaches have been used within the MFE community. Two examples considered here are 1. Using an approximate integral correlation time in the calculation of the variance.
2. Splitting the signal into sub-windows of sufficient length that the sample sub-window means are no longer correlated, and calculating the variance of uncorrelated subwindow means will become an approximation of the mean variance of original time series.
In the following subsections, we describe these two different approaches, and in Sec. III we compare the variance calculation of these approaches against analytical values of the mean variance for model time series. We note that the methods described and pursued in this manuscript assumes that the time series is stationary and ergodic, therefore can only be applied to the saturated phase of simulations. Possible approaches for future studies which relax this restriction are discussed in Sec. V.
A. Integral Correlation Time
In this approach, the variance ofX is originated from Eqn. 3 by assuming each time step is a measurement sample, and the correction coefficient due to finite autocorrelation of the measurements is approximated as
Essentially, the effective number of samples is reduced by the integral correlation time τ int . The problem is now reduced to estimating the integral correlation time τ int over all the time lags. However, due to finite sample size of our measurement, larger lag may pose error on the estimate of τ int . A practical estimate of τ int is proposed by Nevins 13 is
where the τ lag ≈ √ τ c T , τ c is the width of the lag region in which autocorrelation is above standard error
andC X (τ ) is the auto-variance of time lag τ passed into a Hanning kernel which can be obtained as,C
in which H is the Hanning function, and C X (τ ) is the standard estimate of the auto-variance,
Hence, in practice one can calculate auto-variance of different time lags, pass the autovariance function through a symmetric kernel estimator (here a Hanning function is used), and integrate the weighted auto-variance function over significant time lags. If there is no correlated lag, the integral correlation time reduces to one, retaining the uncorrelated variance of samples.
To illustrate integral correlation time variance measurement technique, in Fig. 2 we have shown the autocorrelation function of a sample time series with the large-lag standard error.
A Hanning kernel filter is passed to remove the noise arising from large-lag terms. The filtered auto-variance is therefore weighted to compute the integral correlation time. A result, the variance of sample can be adjusted to account for the autocorrelated measurements. As might be expected, this mean variance estimatation technique is highly sensitive to the width of lag region, and the choice of kernel estimator. In the second approach 14 , the measurement samples are taken as the means of N nonoverlapping sub-interval windows of the original time series of length T . These subwindow means are denoted with Y i here and can be obtained as
Here, by selecting large enough sub-interval width T , the lagged autocorrelation of subwindow means become statistically insignificant. We can therefore use the subwindow means to estimate the variance of the mean for the total signal via Eqn. 2, which in this case reads
where σ 
III. AN ANALYTICAL MEAN VARIANCE STUDY
In this Section, we will examine application of Auto-Regressive Moving Average
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(ARMA) models to analytical time series. ARMA models provide a description of sta- tionary and ergodic processes in terms of two set of polynomials, one for the autoregression and the second for the moving average, and are commonly used in a variety of research communities. The general format of ARMA(p, q) models with p autoregressive terms and q moving-average terms is formulated as
where φ i and θ i are parameters of the model, and ε t , ε t−1 , ... are white noises with N (0, σ 2 ε ). Here, we will look at an example of using an ARMA model with one auto-regressive term and zero moving-averages to generate sample time series, and compare the efficacy of the methods introduced in Sec. II against the analytical derivation of mean variance.
For the ARMA(1, 0) model X t = φ 1 X t−1 +ε t , the variance of the sample mean analytically asymptotes to
and autocorrelation function of ARMA(1, 0) is given by
We can observe when φ 1 is finite, the autocorrelation of lags are finite and decreasing with the lag number, and the mean variance is no longer equal to uncorrelated case of Eqn. 2. We now consider three time series generated using ARMA(1, 0) model to study the effects of correlation persistence in finite sample size time series samples. In Fig. 4 , we show a randomly generated finite sample size (n = 1000 and σ ε = 0.2) ARMA(1, 0)
process with φ 1 = {0, 0.75, 0.99}. In Fig. 5 we plot the time series sample autocorrelation function against the analytical value of autocorrelation for an ARMA(1, 0) process. We observe for smaller φ 1 , with less significant lags, 1000 samples used are sufficient to converge to analytical autocorrelation function. On the other hand, we observe for larger φ 1 values the autocorrelation persistence is significantly larger, and our finite number of samples are not enough to accurately approximate the analytical autocorrelation function. In such large persistence processes, due to cumulative summation of larger correlation lags, the standard error (Eqn. 7) is much larger, resulting in much larger confidence interval bounds. We see therefore that larger autocorrelation effects and finite sample number can have drastic influence on the calculation of the mean variance. To understand which method can better approximate the mean variance of the signal,
we have compared mean variance of introduced methods in the previous Section (Eqns. 2, 5, and 11) against the analytical value of mean variance for ARMA (1, 0) , and results are shown in Table I . We can gain some essential insights from Table I as how these different methods work in different correlation persistence settings.
Before we proceed with the comparison, we should note that for the sub-interval average method, we need to determine the size of sub-window. Statistically, due to finite sample size of time series, a correlation of lag below standard error statistically can not reject the uncorrelated sub-intervals hypothesis. In Fig. 6 , we have shown the autocorrelation of sub-interval averaged first lags ρ Y (1) as function of sub-interval size. The zero symmetric shaded area show the statistically insignificant region where the autocorrelation of first lag is below standard error. Moreover, the line and its shaded area show the expected value and its deviation due to independent ρ Y (1) calculation of sub-interval shifts.
Since the lag autocorrelation of sub-interval averages diminish for larger lags in a stochastic process, we only focus on the uncorrelated first lags for determining the minimum subinterval size. We also show the changes in the variance of the mean distribution, in Fig. 7 .
We observe in autocorrelated cases if the sample size is large enough (such as the case in Fig. 6b and Fig. 7b ), at a certain sub-interval size, ρ Y (1) is less than the standard error of sample size. Traditionally, the sub-interval size is determined as the minimum interval size needed to calculate the variance of series. However, when comparing against the analytical solution, we observe this estimate of uncertainty still exhibits some error in comparison with the analytical value. Since we observe that minimizing the error is obtained when ρ y (1) 0, we propose that a better approach for this technique is to use the largest number of sub-windows possible which meets this condition. Ideally, where the autocorrelation of all the sub-interval lags are zero, the variance estimate is exact. However, here we focused on selecting the sub-interval size that minimizes the first lag value for getting a simple yet relatively accurate variance estimate.
In Table I we compare the variance measurement techniques against the analytical values.
When φ 1 = 0, the signal is white noise and completely uncorrelated, thus the analytical value of the mean variance becomes equivalent to the variance of sampling distribution of the mean obtained from the Lindberg-Levy Central Limit Theorem for independent data. Moreover, in this case, the best window length for sub-interval averaging is the same timestep as the original series, as shown in Figs. 6(a) and 7(a) . On the other hand, using the integral correlation time approach introduces finite lag effects within the kernel estimator integration, hence the integral correlation time estimate of the mean variance exhibits small error.
In the case of φ = 0.75, we observe due to finite autocorrelation of lags, the analytical value of mean variance is larger than treating the time series as uncorrelated. One should bear in mind that the mean variance is always larger than treating the time series as uncorrelated, and neglecting this fact can result in underestimation of temporal uncertainties.
Nonetheless, with n = 1000 samples we have a sufficient number of time-steps that the so that the sub-interval averaging mean variance asymptotes to the analytical value of the In the case of φ 1 = 0.99, we are dealing with a long memory process with many correlated lags, where the number of time-steps used to generate the signal is not enough for a good estimate of the mean variance with either one of our considered approaches. Using the integral correlation time method, the mean variance exhibits large error, mainly due to fact that the standard error of autocorrelation function is large due to small sample size yet large correlation (see Fig. 5c ). On the other hand, in Fig. 7(c) we can observe the mean variance of sub-intervals has not converged yet, and at no point does ρ y (1) enter the statistical insignificance region in Fig. 6(c) . Such a case can happen in plasma turbulence simulations with very slow dynamics, in these cases the simulation needs to be run longer for an accurate assessment of the mean variance. We note that in the φ 1 = 0.99 case, by merely having larger time series, the sub-interval mean variance technique converges to the analytical variance value, as shown in Fig. 8 . 
IV. ASSESSING MEAN AND MEAN VARIANCE CONVERGENCE OF SIMULATED TURBULENCE QUANTITIES
From Sec. III, we observed that V ar[Ȳ ] estimate of sub-interval averages technique is a reasonable approach for estimating the variance of the mean distribution as long as we have a simulation time length much larger than autocorrelation timescale. One could run the simulation long enough and perform the sub-interval averaging of measurements to check if the mean variance is small compare to the mean quantity, and if the mean of turbulence quantity can be confidently used for validation or calibration purposes. However, if the simulation is not of sufficient length to confidently estimate the variance, these approaches offer no guidance on how much more simulation time is needed to accurately estimate the mean variance.
Nevertheless, modeling the stochastic process of turbulence quantity time series within saturation phase of simulation can provide us with the means of forecasting the temporal uncertainty at later simulation times. Hence, in this Section, we study the fitting of Gaussian ARMA processes to the gyrokinetic simulation energy flux within the saturation phase in order to determine the process of turbulence quantity. By determining which process best fits the data, we can estimate and forecast the mean variance of a turbulence quantity at later simulation times. Specifically, we use ARMA models to determine the process of the turbulence quantity and assess if a simulation has been run long enough. Once we determine the process of the simulation, we can use the fitted ARMA model coefficients to forecast how the variance of mean decreases for later simulation times. This study builds upon recent work by Parker et. al. 8 , examining the performance of ARMA extrapolation methods for both strongly and weakly driven turbulence.
A. Simulations Detail
For this study, we utilize gyrokinetic simulation predictions of the ion energy flux Q i , 
shaded area shows statistically insignificant autocorrelation within 95 percent confidence interval.
B. Determining the Stochastic Process of Turbulence Quantity
To model the stochastic process of a turbulence quantity, we propose to use the BoxJenkins methodology 26 to fit a suitable order of ARMA model parameters to the simulation data, and obtain an approximate analytical relation that best fits the simulation quantity.
We note that the ARMA model assumes stationary time series and can only be used to fit the simulation time series after nonlinear saturation, where initial linear physics effects have completely vanished and there is good convergence in the mean of the turbulence quantity.
Further discussion of determining the saturation phase start time and convergence of the mean can be be found in Ref. 1 . After finding the best ARMA fit for the nonlinear phase, the long run variance can be determined and thereby the mean variance can easily and cost-effectively be calculated for a variety of the simulations lengths. From this information, the necessary simulation length can be determined.
To address ARMA fitting of skewed time series (e.g. near marginal case), Box and Cox
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suggested use of an invertible link function g(X t ) which transforms the original time series to a linear process where the ARMA fitting is appropriate. A popular link function that have been used in the literature for positively skewed marginal distributions, is the logarithm function g(X t ) = log X t . Different variations of generalized non-normal ARMA models have also been formulated 28, 29 . For the simulations considered here we find logarithmic link function is sufficient, and defer the investigation of non-Gaussian processes to future studies. 
In Fig. 11 , we have shown all ARMA fits that passed the statistical tests for different simulation cases, as a function of fitting window length. We observe at earlier simulation timesteps, the simulation data is not sufficient to accurately describe the stochastic process 
shown since there is not a definite best ARMA model with current simulation length.
C. Forecasting the Mean Variance for Temporal Uncertainty Tolerance
We extend our analysis to forecast the variance changes for later simulation times. These forecasts are performed by using the best ARMA model fits to generate additional data points for the Q i time series beyond the gyrokinetic results. Since the ARMA model inherently assumes the stationarity of the time series, one is able to forecast mean variance at later simulation time, once the stochastic process of turbulence is known. Here, we have used ARMA fitting of simulation data using a link function, extended the time series by continue simulating the time series of the based fitted ARMA, and calculate the mean variance of ARMA forecast using sub-interval averaging technique based on min(ρ Y (1)) criteria described in Sec. III.
Once p, q, and σ ε is found, we can continue generating the time series up to a desired length, we use the inverse link g 
Red line shows a desired fractional uncertainty threshold of 5%.
We observe as the simulation length increases the variance of the mean shrinks down.
However, the variance reduction is not similar to treating the samples as uncorrelated, due to We observe in the near marginal case the forecasted fractional uncertainty at 5000(a/c s ) is between 6% − 7%, and simulation needs to be run even longer that 5000(a/c s ) to achieve desired level of accuracy of less than five percent fractional uncertainty. We should note that as we observed from our analytical analysis shown in Sec. III, the variance of the mean distribution of each ARMA model is a function of φ i and θ i , thus the variance vary from one ARMA model to another one. Nonetheless, even for the non-converged 0.5(a/L T i ) exp case, we shown that with multiple ARMA fits we can still forecast a range of fractional uncertainties at later simulation times. These procedures can be used in future validation studies to help determine simulation length and computational resource requirements.
V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we reviewed some previous approaches used within MFE community on estimating the variance of the mean distribution of simulated quantities. We compared the analytical mean variance of ARM A(1, 0) process with two previously used mean variance techniques, namely the integral correlation time, and the sub-interval averaging approaches.
We found that the integral correlation time is very sensitive to the choice of kernel estimator, while sub-interval averaging of correlated measurements can be a robust method as long as
we have enough temporal samples compare to the autocorrelation timescale. Moreover, we have studies fitting of the ARMA models to gyrokinetic simulated ion energy flux quantities.
Through ARMA model fitting, we determined if the simulation has been run long enough, and forecasted the fractional uncertainty of turbulence quantity through later simulation times.
We should note that only ARMA models with normal error terms have been explored in this publication. Generalized ARMA models 28, 29 can be studied and explored with different types of turbulence simulations, to provide a tool to model non-Gaussian processes, and acquire non-symmetric confidence intervals on the mean within nonlinear simulations. As MFE community further incorporating temporal UQ into plasma turbulence studies, more advanced methods such as Bayesian calibration of temporal models 33 can also be seen as future avenue for stacking different types of uncertainties.
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